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21 Feb 2015 - Added new Bunifu Sliders Control feature [See documentation]; Added
new Bunifu Pages Control feature ... Introduced a free trial for WinForms UI. 2015 1.

Added new feature - Bunifu Sliders Control [See documentation]; 2. Added new
feature - Bunifu Pages Control 3. Added new feature - Bunifu Sliders Control; 4. Added

new feature - Bunifu Pages Control; 5. Added new feature - Bunifu Sliders Control
(slider control in tables); 6. Added new feature - Bunifu Pages Control (page control in
tables); 7. Added new feature - Bunifu Sliders Control (slider control in tables). 8; 8.

Added new feature - Bunifu Pages Control (page control in tables); 9. Added new
feature - Bunifu Toggle Control (on/off control); 10. Added new feature - Bunifu Sliders
Control (slider control in tables); 11. Added new feature - Bunifu Pages Control (page
control in tables); 12. Added new feature - Bunifu Toggle Control (On/Off control); 13.
Improved option - Auto-Caption Control; 14. Fixed an issue with lists that had an issue

where they couldn't find their corresponding data if the data was added/changed
later; 15. Fixed an issue where the File Name column was displaying the wrong value

for some files; 16. Fixed different errors in fields "Name of File", "Full Name", "File
URL", "File Name", as well as in fields "File Description" and "File File Type"; The error

at which the "Full Name" field did not display the correct value for some files was
fixed; 18. Corrected an issue where only Latin characters could be entered in the Full

Name field; 19. Corrected an issue in which when the information in the Full Name
field was copied from an import form to another form, the Full Name field was filled

with the values from the Full Name field; 20. 20. Corrected an issue in which the "Full
Name" field had " " characters instead of Latin symbols; Fixed the problem if the field
"Full Name" did not contain " " characters instead of Latin ones; 21; 22. 22. Corrected

the problem that when copying data from the Full Name field using the keyboard,
some letters in the Full Name field did not appear. 23. Corrected an issue where the

Full Name field showed " & " instead of Latin characters; 24. 24. Corrected the
problem if the Full Name field did not show only a part of the name after going to the
"Name" field. Fixed the problem where the Full Name field only showed a part of the
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name after the cursor moved into the field; 25. 25. Corrected an issue where the Full
Name field showed an invalid name when switching to it; 26. Corrected an issue

where the Full Name field showed only a part of the name when the cursor moved to
the field; 26. Fixed the problem where the cursor moved into the Full Name field and

only part of name was displayed; 27; 27. Corrected an issue where the Full Name
field showed only part of name after cursor moved into the field; 27. Corrected the
problem that the Full Name field only displayed a part of the name after the cursor

moved into the field; 28. 28. Problem with the Full Name field displaying only a part of
the name after the cursor moved into the field was corrected.
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now 1.8.0.0. DosÂ . ROMÂ . ]]> 10 Creators Update is out and the apps will be looking

better than ever 04 May 2016 09:06:18 +0000 Reading]]>Windows 10 Creators
Update is out and the apps will be looking better than ever Windows 10 Creators

Update is out and the apps will be looking better than ever The interface is cleaner
and more modern than previous versions The performance is faster and better All of

these changes are built into the code, meaning there are no updates required for
your app Windows 10 makes it easy for apps to move to new devices, updating their

UI when they’re run on a new device Apps can now use the Windows 10 hardware
button to control the volume and playback of their audio …and a bunch more Here
are three of my favorite UI changes The built-in browser has always been one of the

best features of Windows 10, and the Creators Update makes it even better The
browser UI has been updated with more useful features, like the picture in picture

mode, the ability to automatically connect to Wi-Fi, and great Cortana improvements
The text editor in Notepad has been given a few updates, including a new ruler and

paragraphing The Edge browser gets several new updates, including a new
hamburger menu, new tab controls, and the ability to download and search for apps
from the Windows store Here are a few of my favorite UI tweaks in Windows 10 Did

you ever wish you could make a smaller desktop and restore it c6a93da74d
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